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QUEBEC CITY REGION:  
HIGH CONCENTRATION Of GEOSPATIAL ExPERTISE 
ANd AN IdEAL INNOVATION PLATfORM fOR COMPANIES! 

USING INNOVATION 
AS A POwERfUL 
GROwTH ENGINE

Aecom Tecsult

Aéro-Photo

Altus Group 

Aptgeek Technologies 

Bentley Systems

CGI

EmergenSys Solutions

ESRI Canada

Fujitsu Canada

Geolocation

Groupe Info Consult

Groupe Système Forêt

Innovision +

Intelli3

Korem

Les Levés Aéroscan

LGS Group

Nebbio

NSim Technology

Spatialytics 

Syntell

Thales Canada

Trifide Group

Xeos Imagerie





Geospatial industry 
overview

30 companies

Ca $80 million   
in annual revenues 
800 jobs

including 130 r&d jobs 

10 research chairs, groups and centres

34,900 graduates   
in geospatial-related fields 

Regional companies and 
research centres are all 
concentrated within a 
15 kilometre-radius.

Thanks to the adoption of geospatial technologies in a growing 
number of industries, global demand for this industry is expected 
to experience spectacular growth. The global market 
for geographic information systems (GIS) is set to reach

US $11 billion in 2015.

These data are based on information available in March 2012. 
Sources: Adresse 2006, Global Industry Analysts Inc., EB Data 2009, 2006 census (Statistics Canada) and Québec International.



UNIQUE INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
Remote detection, global positioning systems (gPS), geographic information systems 
(giS), including mobile cartography and photogrammetry: geospatial technologies  
are present everywhere. they are used for measurement, visualization and analysis 
purposes in a variety of fields, including marine cartography, forest management, 
emergency measures, land management, municipal land management, defence  
and security, etc.

the Quebec city region is an outstanding hub for geospatial companies, integrators, 
software/database designers and telecommunication companies. it is also home to 
state-of-the-art research centres and an extensive network of suppliers, as well as 
private and public-sector clients. 

the Quebec city region offers the geospatial industry an ideal innovation platform! 
thanks to this unique and collaborative ecosystem, the Quebec city region ranks 
among the world’s top geospatial centres.



A genuine revolution has occurred in the field of mapmaking: hand-drawn maps have been 

transformed into powerful digital databases. Today, geospatial technologies are within 

everyone’s reach! 

Aerial photography, combined with 3D mobile cartography and  

descriptive digital data, provides an unprecedented wealth of information facilitating high-speed, 

in-depth analysis of various phenomena.

Geospatial technologies are used in the civil security field to evaluate risks and analyze 

trends relating to criminality and environmental phenomena. They are also used in land use 

planning to support decision-making in the areas of infrastructure, traffic management 

and optimization of public transit and goods movement. 

In the key sector of defence, the creation of operational maps is simplified by transforming 

series of complex data into simple concrete information. This tactical intelligence supports critical 

functions such as border control and naval operations.

Geospatial technologies are also used for marketing purposes, while georeferenced data 

can help companies to evaluate market potential.

A universAl tool



wORLd-CLASS 
INNovATIvE CoMPANIES  
• BENTLEY is the world’s leading supplier of comprehensive software 

solutions for the entire life cycle of infrastructure. Founded in 1984, the 
company currently has some 3,000 collaborators in more than 45 countries 
and posts annual revenues of uS $500 million. in 2008, the company was the 
second-largest geospatial software supplier in the world, according to the 
daratech research firm. in 2000, bentley Systems acquired Quebec city-based 
hauts-Monts Recherche and its descartes imaging solution. bentley Systems’ 
geospatial solutions continue to be developed in Quebec city.

• fUJITSU is the world’s third-largest supplier of IT services, posting annual 
revenues of uS $55 billion. with a workforce of 172,000 employees worldwide, 
the company is solidly established in the Quebec city region, where it has 
1,100 employees based in one of the company’s largest facilities outside Japan. 
in 2011, the company announced a ca $20 million investment to establish its 
very first innovation centre in canada. this will give local firms access to 
Fujitsu’s global expertise. the company estimates that it will carry out more 
than 20 initiatives at its Quebec city innovation centre by 2014, focusing 
primarily on issues specific to regional industry, including the geospatial sector. 
backed by some 35 geospatial specialists, the company has also put together 
some of Quebec’s largest geomatics systems.

• THALES GROUP is the world leader in critical information systems in 
the defence, security, aerospace and transportation markets. Founded in 
1981, the company has 68,000 employees in 30 countries. Posting annual 
revenues of ca $17 billion, thales invests 18% of that amount in R&d each 
year. with more than 25,000 researchers and engineers, 300 inventions per 
year and a portfolio of 11,000 patents, thales occupies a prime position in 
the area of innovation. Operating in Quebec city since 2002, the company 
benefits in particular from the presence of canada’s leading defence 
research centre, dRdc Valcartier, with which it carries out major R&d projects.

• KOREM, founded in Quebec city in 1993, is a geospatial leader. the 
company develops and implements integrated and flexible solutions in the 
areas of geospatial science and business intelligence. in 2008, Korem 
joined google’s partnership program. it is now in the top ranks of google’s 
system integrators and geospatial technologies. the company has also 
forged alliances with other major players such as Pitney bowes Software, 
alteryx and naVteQ. with offices in canada, uS and europe, Korem 
deploys its tailor-made solutions worldwide.

• TRIfIdE GROUP, founded in Quebec city in 2002, soon became a 
canadian leader in the acquisition, validation and certification of 3d and 4d 
high-precision geospatial data. as the first international organization to 
establish and certify the position coordinates of topographic features using 
georeferenced terrestrial images, tRiFide is Quebec’s only mobile cartography 
supplier. its expertise is used to establish infrastructure inventories accurately, 
simply and quickly. working to populate graphic digital databases and 
creating 2d, 3d and 4d digital representations of land topography, the 
company has garnered international attention by managing large-scale 
projects in the uS, china, France, belgium, Romania, Mexico and egypt.



laVal uniVeRSity

100 YEARS
Of GEOMATICS ExPERTISE

A major research and training hub, Laval University is the 
only Quebec university that offers geomatics studies at the 
bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral levels. It is also home to 
the Geomatics Research Centre (CRG) and GEoIDE, a 
Canadian network of centres of geomatics excellence, as 
well as the Canada Research Chair in Cognitive Geomatics. 
It brings together international experts specializing in 
augmented geospatial reality, databases, cartography, 
geographic information systems (GIS), 3D modeling/
visualization, global positioning systems (GPS), image 
processing, data integration/quality, land registries, etc.

The CRG’s team of 22 
researchers are seeking to 
advance geomatics knowledge 
and innovation in terms of 
theory as well as practical 
applications. Since it was 
founded in 1989, the CRG 
has helped train more than 
300 graduate students.

Since GEoIDE was   
founded, it has 
generated 20 patents, 
31 licences and more 
than $79 million in 
investments. A number 
of companies have 
been created thanks 
to its marketing 
support fund.

Spatialytics stems from the 
shared vision of Thierry Badard, 
a professor of geomatics at 
Laval University, and Luc 
vaillancourt, who holds a 
bachelor’s degree in geography, 
and founded Korem in 1993. 
Spatialytics markets its own 
GeoBI solutions around the 
world, covering the entire value 
chain from data integration to 
multidimensional analysis, 
consulting, exploration and 
communications. Spatialytics is 
also in charge of various open 
source GeoBI projects.

The six entrepreneurs who created Intelli3 cut their teeth 
at Laval University’s Geomatics Research Centre (CRG), 
headed by Prof. Yvan Bédard, a pioneer in the field of 
geospatial business intelligence (GeoBI). Specializing in 
geomatics and business intelligence, the company developed 
the Map4Decision software. Today, the company’s 
technological solutions are used in the areas of public health, 
transportation, civil security, environmental protection and 
forestry.

Jimmy Perron and 
Jimmy Hogan 
developed their very 
first software and 
intelligent systems 
at Laval University’s 
Laboratory for 
Cognitive Informatics. 
In 2004, they founded 
NSim Technology, 
which facilitates the 
design of collaborative 
real-time 2D and 3D 
geosimulation and 
geomanagement 
systems.

dRdc ValcaRtieR

BOLSTERING NATIONAL
dEfENCE wITH
GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY 
defence Research and development Canada (dRdC) 
Valcartier is the country’s largest national defence 
research centre. it undertakes a wide range of research 
projects in collaboration with industry and the scientific 
community aimed at meeting the canadian Forces’ 
operational needs. geospatial technologies are at the 
heart of several of these projects, which include coastal 
surveillance using various types of sensors on mobile 
platforms or decision-making tools built into the 
collaborative planning system for operations. 
in addition, geospatial on-line analytical processing 
(geOlaP) technologies stemming from the combination 
of a geographic information systems (giS) and 
multi-dimensional analytical tools are used to process 
large volumes of geospatial data (the results are 
presented in the form of maps or graphs).



OVeRView OF innOVatiVe aPPROacheS 
and technOlOgical innOVatiOnS  

 MAdE IN QUéBEC
 • completion of Korem Mapping Studio 

(KMS), a turnkey solution for designing 
and deploying map applications (internet, 
intranet or extranet). Known for its 
accessibility, KMS can be used by users 
with no knowledge of programming and 
offers various customization options for 
more experienced users (Korem).

• completion of the Quebec city interactive 
map, a user-friendly information tool 
providing aerial views of the municipality, 
to which multiple data layers and points of 
interest can be added. users can explore the 
city based on neighbourhoods or bike paths, 
calculate distances, add notes and share 
personalized maps via a uRl (eSRi canada, 
city of Quebec). 

• development of a mobile application for the 
Quebec city Summer Festival, one of the 
most important outdoor music events in 
canada. this iPhone application uses 
geolocation to identify which shows are 
playing on the Festival’s various stages. 
Offering multi-media excerpts of the artists’ 
performances, the application can be used 
to create a list of favourite shows that can 
be added to a day planner or shared on 
Facebook (nebbio). 

• development of Rtc nomade, a mobile 
service for users of the Quebec city 
transportation network/Rtc. this service 
includes the Rtc Mobile application, which 
allows users to view itineraries, save their 
favourite stops and itineraries, consult 
schedules and conduct searches via 
geolocation. this application is offered free 
of charge by the Rtc through the app Store 
and android Market (aragosoft, Rtc).

• completion of Quebec city 511, an integrated 
information and trip-planning portal, as well 
as a unique official source of transportation 
information. accessible on the web or via a 
smartphone, the portal provides information 
on road conditions, road works, accidents, 
ferry schedules and waiting times at border 
crossings (Fujitsu, Quebec department of 
transportation/MtQ).

CUTTING-EdGE INdUSTRY 

with endleSS OPPORtunitieS
The geospatial application market has experienced exponential growth. Companies in the 
Quebec City region have been active participants, developing technologies and approaches 
that are revolutionizing multiple spheres of activity. Climatology, agriculture, infrastructure, 
transportation, culture, health, energy, insurance… the opportunities are endless!

Photo credits 
(including cover-page photo):

city of Quebec’s urban life interpretation centre 
“Old Quebec city in augmented Reality and 3d” 

exhibition, graph Synergie.



GEOSPATIAL RESEARCH
Capitalizing on the presence of various research chairs, centres and groups, the geospatial 
industry is developing while using innovation as its growth engine. Touching on all spheres 
of the industry, local researchers favour multi-disciplinary approaches and maintain links 
with a wide range of research organizations around the world. Every day, they work to 
push the limits of what’s possible!
  

• GEOIdE NETwORK – canadian network of centres of excellence bringing together the 
main national and international geomatics experts.

• GEOMATICS RESEARCH CENTRE (CRG) – One of the world’s largest geomatics 
research hubs.

• dRdC VALCARTIER – canada’s largest national defence research centre.

• CANAdA RESEARCH CHAIR IN COGNITIVE GEOMATICS – Studies interactions 
between physical space design and spatial measurement methods.

• CANAdA RESEARCH CHAIR IN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY Of THE NORTH – 
Multi-disciplinary research association dedicated to analyzing the dynamics of First 
nations territory reconfiguration.

• LABORATORY fOR GEOGRAPHIC INfORMATION ANALYSIS ANd PROCESSING 
(LATIG) – Research group specializing in computer-aided design (cad), geographic 
information systems (giS), spatial analysis and geographic image processing.

• LABORATORY fOR AUGMENTEd GEOSPATIAL REALITY IN NETwORKS ANd TRAVEL 
(REGARd) – One of the leading canadian augmented reality labs incorporating mobile 
and real-time geomatics technology.

• GE@dESIGN LABORATORY – Research infrastructure and experimental development 
of geospatial technologies at the service of geodesign, which covers urban, architectural 
and landscape design.



QUEBEC CITY REGION: 
AN IdEAL LOCATION  
FOR deVelOPing 
geOSPatial SOlutiOnS! 

• good balance between global companies and small and medium-sized firms

• cutting-edge infrastructure, including canada’s very first fibre to the 

home network (Ftth)

• Qualified and stable workforce
• Specialized educational institutions 

• Stimulating tax incentives 

• Strategic geographic location in north america



Science SeRVing induStRy 
IN THE QUEBEC CITY REGION

• largest concentration of researchers per capita in canada

• 6,000 researchers and associates

• 400 labs, groups, consortiums, institutes and R&d centres

• in 2010, laval university held 630 active patents

• nearly 1/3 of the working-age population in the 

Quebec city region (33%) is employed in the science and technology sector

data compiled for the Quebec city metropolitan region (all sectors combined)  

Sources: Quebec institute of Statistics, Statistics canada and Quebec international



a bOOMing INdUSTRY   
In the Quebec City region, the geospatial industry operates in an outstanding human-scale 
business environment that promotes collaboration and mobilization. Supported by Québec 
International and various public and private partners, including the Government of Quebec 
and the City of Quebec, manufacturers and research centres are grouped into communities 
of interest within Geospatial Quebec. This centre of excellence aims to accelerate innovation 
while facilitating business/market development and stimulating the successful completion of 
profitable projects. It offers a wide range of services and activities aimed at supporting the 
development and positioning of industry actors’ expertise at the national and international levels.

COMPETITIVE COSTS
among comparably-sized cities (500,000 to 2 million inhabitants), Quebec city ranks number one 
in north america for low operating costs, which are lower on average than those in other north american 
cities in the areas of electronic product manufacturing (3.9%) and software development (12.4%). 

COMPETITIVELY PRICEd wORKfORCE 
the province of Quebec is internationally recognized for the quality and stability of its workforce. 
the Quebec city region ranks favourably in terms of labour costs.  

electROnicS aSSeMbly

telecOM eQuiPMent

SOFtwaRe deVelOPMent

note :  ca $1 = uS $0,98906920, 2011
            1 ¤ = uS $1,35, 2011
Source : KPMg, competitive alternative - KPMg’s guide  
 to international business location costs, 2012

SOFtwaRe PROgRaMMeR 

SOFtwaRe deVelOPeR

aPPlicatiOnS & PROgRaMMing
SuPeRViSOR

PROgRaMMeR analySt

databaSe aRchiteSt

note : ca $1 = uS $0,98906920, 2011
Source : Salary assessor, eRi economic Research institute, inc., 2011

AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARY ($US)

QUEBEC CITY (QC)

dENVER (CO)

HOUSTON (Tx)
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SAN fRANCISCO (QC)
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COMPARISON Of LOCALIzATION COSTS
index: united States = 100

QUEBEC CITY (QC)

CALGARY (AL)

HOUSTON (Tx)
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“
”

the expertise of Quebec city’s geospatial professionals has been recognized 
worldwide for decades. in recent years, local companies have successfully 
reinvented themselves and embraced innovation to maintain their leadership 
role in the industry. today, major international companies are eager to entrust 
us with large-scale strategic mandates. we know we can count on the region 
to support our growth strategy in international markets.

Sébastien Vachon 
President and Founder, Korem

quebecinternational.ca

this brochure was produced by with the support of these partners

Géospatiale Québec


